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ABSTRACT
Placement Optimization is an important problem in systems and
chip design, which consists of mapping the nodes of a graph onto
a limited set of resources to optimize for an objective, subject to
constraints. In this paper, we start by motivating reinforcement
learning as a solution to the placement problem. We then give an
overview of what deep reinforcement learning is. We next formu-
late the placement problem as a reinforcement learning problem,
and show how this problem can be solved with policy gradient
optimization. Finally, we describe lessons we have learned from
training deep reinforcement learning policies across a variety of
placement optimization problems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
An important problem in systems and chip design is Placement
Optimization, which refers to the problem of mapping the nodes of
a graph onto a limited set of resources to optimize for an objective,
subject to constraints. Common examples of this class of problem
include placement of TensorFlow graphs onto hardware devices to
minimize training or inference time, or placement of an ASIC or
FPGA netlist onto a grid to optimize for power, performance, and
area.
Placement is a very challenging problem as several factors, in-
cluding the size and topology of the input graph, number and
properties of available resources, and the requirements and con-
straints of feasible placements all contribute to its complexity. There
are many approaches to the placement problem. A range of algo-
rithms including analytical approaches [3, 12, 14, 15], genetic and
hill-climbing methods [4, 6, 13], Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
[2, 27], and problem-specific heuristics have been proposed.
More recently, a new type of approach to the placement prob-
lem based on deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) [16, 17, 28] has
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emerged. RL-based methods bring new challenges, such as inter-
pretability, brittleness of training to convergence, and unsafe ex-
ploration. However, they also offer new opportunities, such as the
ability to leverage distributed computing, ease of problem formu-
lation, end-to-end optimization, and domain adaptation, meaning
that these methods can potentially transfer what they learn from
previous problems to new unseen instances.
In this paper, we start by motivating reinforcement learning as
a solution to the placement problem. We then give an overview
of what deep reinforcement learning is. We then formulate the
placement problem as an RL problem, and show how this problem
can be solved with policy gradient optimization. Finally, we describe
lessons we have learned from training deep RL policies across a
variety of placement optimization problems.
2 DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Most successful applications of machine learning are examples of
supervised learning, where a model is trained to approximate a
particular function, given many input-output examples (e.g. given
many images labeled as cat or dog, learn to predict whether a given
image is that of a cat or a dog). Today’s state-of-the-art super-
vised models are typically deep learning models, meaning that the
function approximation is achieved by updating the weights of a
multi-layered (deep) neural network via gradient descent against a
differentiable loss function.
Reinforcement learning, on the other hand, is a separate branch
of machine learning in which a model, or policy in RL parlance,
learns to take actions in an environment (either the real world or a
simulation) to maximize a given reward function. One well-known
example of reinforcement learning is AlphaGo [23], in which a pol-
icy learned to take actions (moves in the game of Go) to maximize
its reward function (number of winning games). Deep reinforce-
ment learning is simply reinforcement learning in which the policy
is a deep neural network.
RL problems can be reformulated as Markov Decision Processes
(MDPs). MDPs rely on the Markov assumption, meaning that the
next state 푠푡+1 depends only on the current state 푠푡 , and is condi-
tionally independent of the past.
푃 (푠푡+1 |푠0 ...푠푡 ) = 푃 (푠푡+1 |푠푡 )
Like MDPs, RL problems are defined by five key components:
• states: the set of possible states of the world (e.g. the set of
valid board positions in Go)
• actions: the set of actions that can be taken by the agent (e.g.
all valid moves in a game of Go)
• state transition probabilities: the probability of transitioning
between any two given states.
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The equation above is the basis of various policy gradient opti-
mization methods, such as REINFORCE [25], PPO [22], and SAC
[9].
4 INGREDIENTS FOR RL SUCCESS
In this section, we will share some of the lessons that we have
learned in training deep reinforcement learning policies to solve
placement problems in computer systems and chip design.
Reward Function: Designing the right reward function is one
of the most critical decisions. Some properties of effective reward
functions are as follows:
1) Reward functions should be fast to evaluate; RL training often
requires 10-100s of thousands of iterations of reward evaluation
before reaching convergence. While the exact timing that makes a
tractable reward function depends on the complexity of the problem,
a sub-second reward function would be effective in nearly any
scenario.
2) Reward functions should be strongly correlated with the true
objective. In many real-world scenarios, we need to use simula-
tors or proxy reward functions to approximate the true objective,
which may be prohibitively expensive to calculate. If the proxy
reward is not well-correlated with the true objective, we are solv-
ing the wrong problem and the learned placement is unlikely to
be useful. While designing a good simulator or approximate func-
tion is a challenging task in its own right, it is helpful to build a
reward function by combining various approximate metrics that
each independently correlate with the true reward. For example,
for TensorFlow placement, the proxy reward could be a composite
function of total memory per device, number of inter-device (and
therefore expensive) edges induced by the placement, imbalance of
computation placed on each device. By incorporating a weighted
average of multiple proxy rewards, the total variance of the reward
error is reduced and over-fitting to a particular proxy metric is
avoided.
3) Another important factor is correctly engineering the reward
function. This could be as simple as normalizing the reward or
applying more complex functions to change the shape of the re-
ward. For example, for the device placement problem, measuring
the runtime of one step of the TensorFlow graph was the true re-
ward function. Due to the runtime varying widely across different
placements, using the runtime directly would interfere with learn-
ing and gradient updates. We chose to instead use the square root
of the runtime, which effectively dampened the range of values.
Action Space: Another key ingredient is designing the appro-
priate action space. For example, the problem could be formulated
as placing the nodes of the netlist one at a time onto the chip netlist,
or as placing all of the nodes and then deciding which perturbation
(e.g. swap, shift, rotate, etc.) to apply to each of the nodes in a fixed
sequence. In device placement, we chose to place all of the Tensor-
Flow nodes onto hardware devices before evaluating the reward
for that placement, because otherwise measuring the reward of
a partial placement would be very difficult, if not impossible. For
ASIC placement, on the other hand, one can define partial reward
functions, because it is possible to measure changes in metrics, such
as wirelength and congestion, as nodes are being placed.
ManagingConstraints:The constraints for feasible placements
vary across placement problems. For example, a common constraint
is the capacity of placement locations, which limits the number of
nodes that can be placed onto that location. For example in device
placement, the memory footprint of the nodes placed onto a single
device should not exceed the memory limit of that device. Another
constraint is that certain nodes cannot co-exist on the same location.
For example, in ASIC placement, two macro blocks cannot overlap
on the chip canvas.
There are many approaches to enforcing these constraints to
avoid or reduce the number of infeasible placements generated by
the policy. Perhaps the most straightforward way to handle the
constraints is to penalize the policy with a large negative reward
whenever it generates infeasible placements. A challenge with this
solution is that the policy does not gain any information about
how far this placement was from a feasible placement. In the most
extreme case, if all of the initial placements generated by the policy
are infeasible, there will be no positive signal to teach the policy how
to explore the environment and training will fail. Thus, creating a
reward function that penalizes the infeasible placements relative to
how far they are from viable placements becomes critical.
Another approach is to force the policy to only generate feasible
placements. This can be accomplished via a function that masks
out the infeasible placements. For example, a mask can be updated
given the partial placement of the graph nodes. Each time a new
node is placed, the density of all the locations is updated (based
on the locations of the nodes that are already placed). The action
space then becomes limited to those locations that have enough
free capacity to accept the new node. This approach has its own
challenges as calculating the mask, similar to calculating the reward,
must be done efficiently.
Representations: Finally, the way in which state is represented
has significant impact on the performance of the policy and its
ability to generalize to unseen instances of the placement problem.
For example, in the earlier TensorFlow device placement papers [16,
17], we represented the computational graph as a list of adjacencies,
indices of the node operations, and sizes of the operations. This
approach was effective when the policy was trained from scratch
for each new TensorFlow graph, but was unable to generalize or
transfer what it learned to new graphs. On the other hand, [28] used
graph convolutional neural networks to learn better representations
of the computational graph structure, and were able to transfer
knowledge across graphs.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper we discuss placement optimization with deep rein-
forcement learning. Deep RL is a promising approach for solving
combinatorial problems, and enables domain adaptation and direct
optimization of non-differentiable objective functions. Training RL
policies is a very challenging task, in part due to the brittleness
of gradient updates and the costliness of evaluating rewards. In
this work, we provide an overview of deep RL, formulate the place-
ment problem as a RL problem, and discuss strategies for training
successful RL agents.
We predict a trend towards more effective RL-based domain
adaptation techniques, in which graph neural networks will play a
key role in enabling both higher sample efficiency andmore optimal
placements. We also foresee a future in which easy-to-use RL-based
placement tools will enable non-ML experts to harness and improve
upon these powerful techniques.
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